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Determination of sedimentation coefficient from a plot of log
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viscosity is simply a measure of the frictional
macromolecule. so the viscosity correcThe remaining correction to s
a measurement a t 20°C
solu1)roportional to absolute temperature (see Eq. 7-13).
The shape, size, and extent of hydration of a macromolecule can be de,'l\.t&d from s values; the details require a brief discussion of viscosity of
I1ll11.~11herical
molecules and are left until the next section.

1.

i . B . 2 Sedimentation Equilibrium ( ~ I W
..
I hib other sedimentation situation that is simple
u h e n there is zero net flow of macromolecules across a given section of the
.Gl)inning solution. Flow of macromolecules across a region of cross-sectional
area. A , consists of a flow outward due to sedimentation and a flow inward
due to diffusion. At equilibrium, concentration a t any one level of the solution is constant, and there is no net flow across that region. The algebraic
fibl'nlof these statements may now be elaborated (from Eq. 6-51):
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Flow inward = -DA ar
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Flow outward = A
-
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The form of Eq. 7-36 becomes apparent from recognition that
[(I- 6 solutr~s~~lulic,n)Ml
[u2rl=
= centrifugal force (outward) on
one mole of solute particles

~ e r
while ( l l f ) is just the (outward) velocity per unit (outwar
&the reader can quickly be convinced that Eq. 7-36d'hZhe
units of flow in mass per unit time across the stated area. Because at
equilibrium there can be no net accumulation or depletion of solute with
time in a given region of the solution

F = f.p/db

2
;
:

Flow inward

+ flow outward = 0
(7-38)
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"= (kT/D) and R = Nk, and rearranging

f f"

To cast the result in an experimentally useful form, it is necessary to integrate Eq. 7-39between the positions r , and r,, where the concentration
of macromolecule is [C], and [C],:

L
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Experimentally, one need only measure the macromolecular concentration
as * function of distance aw& from the center of rotation, using a transparent ultracentrifuge cell and a suitable optical means for detection of
concentration (such as light absorption or refraction), and construct a plot
of log,[CJ versus r 2 :the slope of the line will be proportional to the molecular weight of the macromolecule, where the constants of vroportionalitv
are readily measured in separate experiments. The impoAant feature df
this determination of molecular weight is that it is not necessary to know the
(and the attainment of) sedimentation equilibrium
are readily visualized graphically, as shown in Fig. 7-16.
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Schematic diagrams of the progress of a sedimentation equiE 7-16.
rn experiment. Upper left: the experimental arrangement. Upper right: the
*dr~\ionafter equilibrium has been reached. Bottom diagrams: stages in the ap~ l r o ; ~ cto
- h equilibrium. r is the distance from the cente~of rotation, and m is molar
~.~lllc.rntration
at r.
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lnd R = Nk,and rearranging
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The remarkable accuracy of the sedimentation equilibrium technique
determination of molecular weights is evidenced by the data in Table
7-2. for molecules whose molecular weight is precisely known from the
chemical formula for the molecule. The principal disadvantage of the
method is that attainment of equilibrium generally requires a t least 24
hours. so that measurements are time-consuming; on the other hand,
sedimentation equilibrium probably provides the most accurate determination of molecular weight for large molecules in solution.
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Comparison of molecular weight, derived from application of Eq.
Table 7-2
7 . 4 0 to sedimentation equilibrium data for concentration as a function of distance
I'rlml the axis of rotation, with molecular weight calculated from the chemical
formula for the same compound.':'
- -.
Molecular Weight from
Molecular Weight from

'

Substance
Sucrose
Hibonuclease
1,?.sozyme
('h!.motrypsinogen A
..l!itr

Chemical Formula
342.3
13,683
14,305
25,767

Sedimentation Equilibrium
341.5
13,740
14,500
25,670

K. E, van Holde, Physical Biochemistry, Prentire-Hall, Englewood Cliffs.N.J.: 1971.
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. Density Gradient Sedimentation

.\11 111~
\rI.l,:t,t

g the
h previous sedimentation techniques can give the molecular
for a purified macromolecule, they are not especially suitable for
rlll.;tstlringthe molecular weights of each of several different types of macro~ ~ ~ ( b l ~ in
~ cau mkture.
les
For mixtures, i t is first necessary toseparate macrorl~l~ic*cules
of different molecular weight, which 'may be achieved using
''(lt-nsitYgradient'' techniques based on construction of a solution in which
thra solution density varies smoothly from a high density a t the bottom of
the. sedimentation cell to a low density a t the top.
When sedimentation rate experiments are conducted in a sucrose densi1.v gradient (Fig. 7-17), macromolecules sediment a t a rate (approximately)
I)rq)ortional to their sedimentation coefficients. Thus, by introducing
~~;~c.romolecules
of known sedimentation coefficient into an unknown Sami)ha.;~llowingsedimentation to proceed, and then withdrawing aliquots of
"'blotion and assaying for the presence of each macromolecular species, it
1.' ~jossibleto determine the sedimentation coefficients of each of several
""known macromolecules in a solution (Fig. 7-17). When the
cl';ldLent is arranged so that macromolecules of different molecular
a t (differen-t
rates, the method is called "isokinetic'
ll.$lt! gradient s e d i m e n t b .
r o r sedimentation guilibrium, the density gradient may be generated
during the experiment, using
' -19 for an example). A given
sink or rise until i t reaches

-

(see Problems) then shows that if the
short distance, the macromolecules
themselves according to the now''rtlliliar Gaussian curve, centered a t the isopycnic point. The great ad-
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vantage of both density gradient sedimentation techniques is that once
components of the mixture have been separated by sedimentation, aliq&
of solution may be withdrawn from different levels of the centrifuge-&
and assayed chemically (and thus very specifically) for their constituen&,
EXAMPLE
Sedimentation o f an Enzyme Mixture in an Isokinetic
Sucrose Gradient
In this example, the density gradient is prepared before the sedimentatia
experiment, by, for example, carefully layering a sucrose solution of decring density into the sedimentation tube. A thin layer of (less dense) m a w
molecule-containing solution is then layered on top of the sucrose gradient

0
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Volume of solution withdrawn from bottom of sedimentation tube. (ml) - j

FIGURE 7-17.

Sucrose-gradient sedimentation pattern for a mixture of three
known enzymes (p-galadosidase, catalase, and alcohol dehydrogenase) and a
sample of purified native acetylcholinesterase. Dotted lines show the activities of
various aliquots toward substrates of the three known enzymes. Acetylcholinesterase activity provides an indicator of the relative amounts of the two major
forms of the enzyme, whose proposed structures (based on electron micrograph
evidence) are shown in the figure. [From P. J. Morrod, A. G. Marshall. and D. G.
Clark, Bwrhem. Biophys. Res. Cornmun. 63, 335 (1975).]
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+<)Iution,and sedimentation is allowed to proceed, with the various enzymes
i n the mixture sedimenting at different (constant) rates. Assays specific for
the. various enzymes are then performed on aliquots withdrawn from various
d ~ y t h sin the centrifuge tube, with the results shown in Fig. 7-17. In this
. ~ t ~ r d yit. was possible to determine the relative amounts of two forms of
;~~ctylcholinesterase
enzyme, using three enzymes of known sedimentation
covfficient.
EXAMPLE

Replication of DNA

'I'he most famous example of density gradient sedimentation is in study of the
p;~it.ingof DNA molecules, providing direct evidence for the two-stranded
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Mechanism of DNA replication proposed by Crick and Watson.
After one replication, each daughter molecule consists of one parental chain (black)
paired with one newly synthesized chain (white). Since the parental (single) chain
remains intact throughout, the second and subsequent generations will each exhibit
two molecules containing one parental chain. [See F. H. C. Crick and J. D. Watson.
/'roc. Roy. Soc. London, Ser. A 223. 80 (1954).]

FIGURE 7-18.
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FIGURE 7-19.

An application of density-gradient centrifugation. (a)Ultraviolet absorption photographs showing DNA bands resulting from density-gradient
centrifugation of lysates of bacteria sampled a t various times after the addition of
Each phot'ograph waa
e conditions described
in the text. The density of the CsCl solution increases to the right. Regions of equal
density occupy the same horizontal position on each photograph. The time of sampling is measured from the time of the addition of 14Nin units of the generation time.
Thegeneration times were estimated from measurements of bacterial growth. ( b )
Microdensitometer tracings of the DNA bands shown in the adjacent photographs.
The microdensitometer pen displacement above the base line is directly proportional
to the concentration of DNA. The degree of labeling of a species of DNA corresponds
to the relative position of its band between the bands of fully labeled and unlabeled
DNA shown in the lowermost frame, which serves as a density reference. A test of
the conclusion that the DNA in the band of intermediate density is just half-labeled
is provided by the frame showing the mixture of generations 0 and 1.9. When allowance is made for the relative amounts of DNA in the three peaks, the peak of intermediate density is found to be centered at 50 + 2 per cent of the distance between
the NI4 and N15 peaks. [From M. S. Meselson. F. W. Stahl, and J. Vinograd, Proc.
Natl. Acad. Sci.U.S.A.44,671 t 1958b.l
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experiment (Fig. 7-19). The spectacular resolution furnished by the
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VISCOSITY

\ 1.~03ltyis the parameter that characterizes the motion of molecules due

mechanical "shear" force, just a s ionic mobility and sedimentation colcnts characterize the response to a n electrical or centrifugal driving
101.c.c.Definition of viscosity leads directly to a description of the flow of a
ll u ~d through a narrow capillary, which affords a simple means for measurealc3nt of viscosity. Finally, it is possible to relate viscosity to frictional
(oc.fflclentsfor molecules of various shapes, resulting in a number of routes
I o ~ t ~ rdetermination
d
of molecular shape from sedimentation, diffusion.
\ iscosity data.
In a description of the attractive forces between loz3molecules by one
imameter (viscosity),it is clear that any proposed mechanism must depend
11,

,r

t,fi~t

h m ~%bil~Aaigell-llheplaUsihil&ar_gu_ment-

tnttrkm~~

Ileg~nsfrom consideration of two parallel plates, each of area A, separated
I)! a distance. d, where the plates themselves a r e taken to be very thin
ers of fluid. The question is, how much force must be supplied to keep the
upper plate moving a t velocity, v, relative to the lower plate? It is plausible
F-

T--~

10

t7

that more force will be required for plates of bigger area, for plates that are
closer together, and for plates moving a t larger relative velocities. Finally,
it is recognized that the force required to move one plate over the other will
depend on the particular fluid involved; all these intuitive suppositions may
hthcollected in a n equation:

_
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where 7 is defined as the viscosity of the medium, and may be thought of&
the force required to maintain unit velocity difference between two p l a h
of unit area that are one distance unit apart. Equation 7-44 typifies
of the most important aspects in analysis of any experiment, namely &
separation of the geometry of the expenment from the intrinsic ("physical")
property under study.

7.C.1. Flow of Fluid in a Capillary
Treatment of flow through a capillary requires no new intuition beyond
Eq. 7-44, but does involve a change in the geometry of the experiment.
Consider now a cylinder of radius, R,,, and length. L. We are asked to find
the force required to push a smaller cylinder of fluid past the outer cylinder
at velocity, v. Recognizing that the distance between the cylinders L
(R,,- R ) and the area of the moving cylinder i e E q . 7-44 giM,

f c L

w-

3 -e
h

I

/P

An economy in notation is

alized by using the relation

Pressure = Forcelarea

to substitute for F in Eq. 7 - 4 r

Finally, by choosing R as infinitesimally close to R,,, so that (R,,- R ) + -dR
and v + dv, and integrating from the surface of the capillary to R , (recall
that v + 0 as d + 0 in Eq. 7-44), the fluid velocity a t any point in the interior of the capillary is obtained:

I

-PIRSRdR
dv= a1 HI,
2LT R,,

t. nt
('

RE

=
I
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~ l u i dvelocity in a capillary of radiua. R,,. as predicted for

fluid velocity as a function of position within the capillary is thus
. I I I ~ ~ I I C ' parabola, as shown in Fig. 7-20. Capillary flow is an example of
S ~ . \ ~ ~ ~ , nor
i ; tlaminar
n
("layered") flow for which the lines of flow are
.I I . I ~ x ) , t . i l opposed
~
to turbulent or nok~ewtonianflow in which vortices
v.l\rtl.I.:show up in the flow lines. Turbulent flow is thought to be instrur l 1 l . 1 1 1 ; t i in initiating the blood-clotting process, by introducing strong shear
IIII.,.,.nc.;l1. the edges of a (jagged) cut or projection that facilitate the ag, . I I I I I Iion
~ ; Iof~ platelets to the rough surface. Clotting in the normal vascular
..\ - I ( ~ I I I is prevented by the smooth inner surface of blood vessels that pret a n r l l - ;~dht.rence
of platelets and thus prevents i-elease of pro-coagulants
Ir.ll111tllc platelets. Similarly, blood flow from a sharp cut is more laminar
1 / 1 ; 1 1 1 1.r.0111 a rough cut, which is why razor cuts clot so slowly. Finally, it is
dlfIir.ul1 fi,r a clot to form in a rapidly flowing vessel (e.g., an artery), because
th(. Ilr,wing blood carries away the pro-coagulants so quickly that their
\ ~,l,,r
I

s based on mechanical or magnetic torque

7
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2.

Viscosity, Friction Coefficient, a n d Macromolecular

Stii~l)csi n Solution

If \ \ t L oxpress Eq. 7-44 in the form

Ih

c s r ~

the frictional coefficient, f , for the slidin; ofone plate of solution past

; ~ l ~ o t is
h ~simply
r

where

11

the ratio of the tknown fluid to the time

of solvent

straightforward, but tedious, to further modify the geometry of the
problem to determine the frictional resistance offered by a sphere or
~~~rrromolecule
of more complex shape. Basically, all that is involved is a
rl'finement in the definition of viscosity (Eq. 7-44) to limit the definition to
the. Incremental velocity difference between two plates of infinitesimal area
>c,i)aratedby an infinitesimal distance; then with the usual procedures of
'a Icu lus (complicated only by the three-dimensional nature of the problem),
Integration of the refined Eq. 7-44 over all the surface elements of the object
In question leads to an expression of the form, Force =f . velocity. The form
of the frictional coefficient for some simple shapes is given in Table 7-3,
where the nature of a prolate (cigar-shaped) and oblate (disk-shaped)
ellipsoid is shown in Fig. 7-22.
The effect of molecular shape on frictional coefficient (Table 7-3) is
most directly evident from comparison to the friction coefficient that would
be expected for a sphere of the same volume, a s shown in Fig. 7-23. Since
the force of frictional drag is directly related to the surface area of the obIS

bhtbar

1g

7) = viscosity
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Friction Coefficients Corresponding to Some Simple Shapes

Table 7-3
Shape

Frictional Coefficient

Explanation

R

f = 6nqR

Sphere
Prolate ellipsoid

Oblate ellipsoid

= 6;1qR"

( 1 - ba/a')"a

tbloP3 In( [I

= sphere

3

radius

'%
r

a = major axis. b = minor u ~ ,
R,, = radius of sphere of
equal volume = (aP)lm
..

+ ( 1 - b*,axli2]!b/n)

(aalb2- 1) I f a

o = major axis. b = minor uk,
R,, = radius of sphere of
equal volume = (02b)1n .*

f = 67qR,, ( O : ~ P 'tan-iloa;b2
~
- 1I 1 ?

a = half-length, b = radius.
R,, = radius of sphere of
equal volume = (3b2a/2)"'

Log rod

ject in question, and since a spherical object has the least surface area of any
object having the same volume (see Problems), it is expected that frictional
coefficients for nonspherical objects will in general be larger than for the
"equivalent" sphere of the same volume (Fig. 7-23).
Experimentally, the hydrodynamic shape of a macromolecule (i.e., its
shape in solution) may be determined from any measurement that yielde

<73
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Rotate about
'I =IS

\

Rotate about
1) axls

/

3!

2.

Prolate ellipsold

Oblate ell~pso~d

FIGURE 7-22.
Prolate and oblate ellipsoids of revolution. (From C. Tanford,
Physical Chemistry of Macromolecules, Wiley. 1961.)
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o = major axis. b = minor u(*
R,, = radius of sphere

equal volume = (&)In
o = major axis. b = minor

*'

R,,
= radius of sphere &

A

equal volume = (a'b)'"

,

a = half-length. b = radjur.
R,,= radius of sphere of
equal volume = (3bZa12)ln
:
-

the least surface area ofuy
it is expected that frictional
ieral be larger than for the
i3).
)f a

5

Axial ratio a//>

..'..
i&ii
..

macromolecule (i.e.,
Y measurement that yieldii;':..

g

Frictional coefficient as a function of molecular asymmetry for
FI( ;I'RE 7-23.
r;\rlge of ellipsoids of revolution. f,, is the frictional coefficient that would corre~ l wto~ ai sphere of the same volume as the ellipsoid in question. (From C. Tanford,
I ' l r \ ~ f f . c ~ Chemistry
l
of Macromolecules, Wiley, 1961.)

Y...

combined with an independent measurement that
~ I I c *liic.tional
~ i c l l d sthe effective radius of the molecule so that f , may be computed from

=fa

stolces Law

solvent per gram
blare ellipsoid

llution. (From C. Tanfo~

